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Wireless earphones TWS Foneng BL126 (white)

TWS Foneng BL126 wireless headphones (white)
Looking for the perfect everyday headphones for yourself? The BL126 will be perfect for you! Thanks to their capacious battery, they will
ensure a long operating time and the modern Bluetooth 5.3 technology will  ensure a stable and long-lasting connection. What's more,
they will be very comfortable to wear thanks to their thoughtful design.
 
Wireless connection
The Foneng BL126 are  wireless  in-ear  headphones  that  offer  an  easy  connection  to  your  devices  thanks  to  Bluetooth  5.3  technology.
What's  more,  you can already forget  about interference as the connection is  stable and durable.  Furthermore,  their  sound quality  will
satisfy even the most demanding people. The headphones can operate at a distance of up to 10 metres from the sound source, allowing
freedom of movement when listening to music or making phone calls.
 
High-capacity battery
The battery of the headphones has a capacity of 37 V / 35 mAh, which allows approximately 7 hours of continuous music playback or
calls. The charging case, on the other hand, has a capacity of 3.7 V / 230 mAh and allows the headphones to be charged up to 4 times.
The charging time of the gadget is approximately 1 hour, so you will be listening to your favourite songs again in no time. 
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Excellent quality
The headphones are made of durable materials and designed to provide a comfortable fit in the ear, without causing pain even after long
periods  of  wearing.  In  addition,  they  are  equipped  with  a  dual  noise  cancellation  function  to  reduce  ambient  noise  when  talking  or
listening to music. This ensures that you will always hear your interlocutor perfectly, even in a crowded shopping mall or train station. 
 
	Producer 
	Foneng
	Model
	BL126
	Bluetooth 
	5.3
	Operating distance 
	10 m
	Playback time 
	 up to 7 hours
	Earphone battery
	37 V / 35 mAh
	Case battery 
	3.7 V / 230 mAh
	Charging time for headphones 
	1 hour 
	Charging time for case 
	2 hours
	Charging port
	Type C
	Colour 
	White

Preço:

€ 14.50

Jogos, Headphones
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